WORK RESTRICTIONS?
NO PROBLEM.
‣

67% of users requested the Altwork station due to an injury: when asked what body part were affected, these same respondents
noted Back/Neck as their primary issue.

‣

2.4X increase in workable hours: noted by users who reported to being unable to work a full 8 hour day prior to getting their
Altwork Station. Documenting hours they could work (sitting or standing) before their Altwork station, and how many hours they
could work with their Altwork. Some users even reported the ability to reduce their pain medications while using Altwork.

‣

Better than a Sit/Stand Desk: This increase was achieved even with the majority of users (67%) previously using a sit/stand station.

‣

When asked how they are using their Altwork, 67% of users preferred the reclined (with leg rest) or fully reclined positions

THE ALTWORK STATION: Kinematics + Biomechanics = The Most Advanced & Eﬀective Workstation on the Market Today

"

Only fully motorized solution with a full range
of motion, from standing desk to zero gravity

#

Issued patents for headrest and actuation
movements that create the most fluid &
comfortable workstation on the market

$

Magnetized desktop for comfortable and secure
computing at all angles of recline

%

Medical grade ergonomics that eliminate
doctor restrictions and pain med requirements

⋆

Ultra premium fit & finishes and custom
upholstery to match any home/work decor

'

Frictionless setup, with a single plug, caster
wheels and a compact 18 square foot base

“
I will dream of this

Multi-disc clutch locking
monitor arm with locking gas
spring height adjustment

reclining work station
for the rest of my days
The Verge

Patented four-bar linkage and oneway devices minimize number of
actuators required

Patented gas-sprung footrest
hinge and cabling system

Patented cam-driven linkages allowing
for only one actuator to control
backrest, headrest, seat pan, monitor
and desk motions

ALTWORK / the next evolution in disability return-to-work

Multi-disc clutch ratcheting desk arm for
infinite adjustment and safety

!

2016 Ergo Expo
Attendee’s Choice

2017 Edison Awards GOLD
COMPUTER & WORKPLACE DESIGN

Patented cable-driven,
biometrically-tuned
headrest

Custom software and control system
using actuators designed to meet safety
and durability guidelines

Contact : support@altwork.com

